
JANUARY 2003
DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS

WRITTEN QUALIFYING EXAMINATION
FOR

DOCTORAL CANDIDATES

Wed., January 22, 2003 Room 37-212

CLOSED BOOK AND NOTES

Answer a total of five (5) questions (no more or less)

You must answer at least two (2) questions from Column A, ( one (1) Math and one (1)
Physics), and three (3) questions from Column B (Professional Area Subjects). Please
answer each question in a separate blue book and indicate on the cover of the blue book
which question is being answered.

Be sure that your name appears on the cover of each of your blue books that you
turn in to be graded.

Oral examinations will be held on Tuesday, January 28, 2003. Please pick up your
schedule on Monday, January 27, 2003 after 3:00 PM from the Aero Astro Student
Services Office (33-208).

Results will be available from your advisor on Wednesday, January 29 after 3:00 PM.

Column A Column B

Mathematics (Discrete OR Continuous)
Physics (Dynamics OR Fields)

Autonomy
Communicatiom and Networks
Control
Fluid Mechanics
Human Factors Engineering
Propulsion and Thermodynamics
Software Engineering
Structures and Materials
Vehicle Design and Performance
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Discrete Mathematics

Well-formed formulae in prefix notation over a set of symbols and a set of binary operators
are defined recursively by the following rules:

* if x is a symbol, then x is a well-formed formula in prefix notation.

* if X and Y are well-formed formulae and * is an operator, then *XY
formula.

1) Which of the following are well-formed formulae over the symbols x, y
of binary operators denoted by &, +, % ?

a)

b)

is a well-formed

, z and the set

&++xyz

& + %xx%xx

c) &%xz&&xy

2) Show that any well-formed formula in prefix notation over a set of symbols and a set of
binary operators contains exactly one more symbol than the set of operators. [you need not
do a formal proof, just an informal proof sketch of the reasoning underlying such a proof.]
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Continuous Mathematics

Consider the nonlinear equation

x2 + ln(x/2) - 4p2 = 0

where p is a free parameter. The general solution has the form x = x(p). For the particular
choice p = 1, the solution is x = 2.

la) For the perturbed choice p' = 1 + e, determine the perturbed solution x' to first order in

lb) Determine the solution's parameter-sensitivity dx/dp for any arbitrary chosen p. Give
the result in terms of p and the corresponding x.

The above equation has the form f(x; p) = 0. Consider now two given simultaneous nonlinear
equations in two unknowns x, y, both involving a free parameter p.

f(x,y;p) = 0

g(X, y;p)= 0

The solution, however obtained, will have the form x = x(p), y = y(p).

2a) Determine expressions for the solution's derivatives dx/dp and dy/dp. Clearly state any
conditions on the validity of your result.

With p held fixed at some specified value, an approximate numerical solution to the two
nonlinear equations above is known to be x, , with the equations violated to some computed
small errors:

f(x,) - el

g(, Y) = g

2b) Determine expressions for an improved approximate numerical solution x', y'.
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Physics

A solution of sodium iodide (NaI) in water, with a molecular concentration of 6.0 x 10 23 /m 3 ,
is placed in a shallow container of 10cm 2 area. The container has electrode plates on top
and bottom, spaced cm apart. A 2mm air gap exists between the top electrode and the
surface of the solution.

The Na + ions have a charge of 1.6 x 10-19Coul, and move in response to the local electric
field E with a speed vi = ,iE, where i = 4 x 10-8 s/s. By comparison, the I- ions are
effectively stationary.

The permittivity of vacuum is o, = 8.89 x 10-1 2Farad/m. The relative dilectric constants are
e - 1 for air, and = 64 for water. The divergence equation below relates these quantities
to the electric field vector E and the volume charge density p.

Edge effects are to be neglected, so quantities vary only along y.

'V (F E)= p

'I

15V

Using a very fast switch, a potential difference of 15V is applied between the plates.

1. Explain what happens after the switch is closed. Sketch the electric potential distri-
bution p(y) between the plates for t = 0 and t - oo.

2. Derive an expression for the ion charge density a (per unit area) on the surface of the
solution, in terms of the fields Eair and Esolution

3. Relate Esoltion to the current density j(A/m 2 ) due to the moving ions, and also to
do/dt.

4. Formulate a first-order ODE governing j in time.

A



Dynamics

An aircraft is landing aboard an aircraft carrier. The carrier weighs 108kg and is traveling
North at 10m/s. The aircraft weighs 10000kg and is proceeding North at 50m/s.

1) About how fast is the carrier moving at the instant the aircraft comes to rest on the
carrier deck?

2) The greatest acceleration magnitude the aircraft should experience is 30m/s2 . What is
the minimum distance over which an ideal arresting device can apply the deceleration force?

The -actual arresting device is a cable which is hooked by the aircraft. The cable is initially
stretched out perpendicular to the landing path, between two drums 20m apart which pay
out the cable so as to maintain a constant cable tension T. The cable mass is negligible
compared to the aircraft's mass.

3) Determine the speed of the aircraft V(x) as a function of the distance x it has traveled
after hooking the cable.

4) Determine the cable tension required to stop the aircraft in the minimum distance deter-
mined in 2), and the maximum acceleration magnitude seen by the aircraft for this tension.

5) Propose a change in the arresting-cable system geometry to reduce the maximum accel-
eration magnitude towards the ideal theoretical minimum determined in 2).

20m

A-x I

V
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Autonomy

Consider the following linear program

Maximize 3x + y

Subject to

2x + 2 y
Y
x

3y + x
x

Y

< 16
< 5
< 5
< 18
> 0
> 0

1. What is the optimal value for this
parameters optimize this problem?

optimization problem? Which design

2. Assume in this question only the first constraint becomes

2x + 2y < 16+6

Write a formula showing how the optimal cost of the problem changes
with 6. What is the cost value for 6 = 1?

3. Assume in this question only that the cost function is now x+3y. What
is the optimal value of this problem. Which design parameters optimize
this problem?

4. Assume in this question only that the cost function is x + 3y and that
the fourth constraint becomes

3y + x < 18 + /.

Write a formula showing how the optimal cost of the problem changes
with /t. As ft evolves from -1 to +1, describe the set of optimal design
parameters.
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Communications and Networks

White noise of (single-sided) intensity No Watts/Hz disturbs a communi-
cation channel in which one of two equal energy and equally probable signals
are transmitted.

1. Illustrate the optimal receiver.

2. Determine the error probability of the optimum receiver for

(a) Binary antopodal signals (Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) sig-
nals), i.e., with the following signal constellation.

S2 Si

Figure 1: Signal constellation for binary antipodal signals.

(b) Binary orthogonal
tion.

signals i.e., with the following signal constella-

SS, 
S2

iE,.
-4 !

S,

Figure 2: Signal constellation for binary orthogonal signals.
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Control

Consider an aircraft that is initially flying horizontally with velocity V and then starts a coordinated
turn. In this case the linearized dynamics are given by:

-1
Pj - P + Ld

;= p

where p is the roll rate, q5 is the bank angle, ~b is the heading angle, a is the aileron input, the speed
is V = 50m/s, Ls = 1, and r = 0.25 sec. The aircraft will be controlled by a pilot, the effective
time delay of which we model as a simple first order system

Gpilot (s) = s/12 + '

There are two sensor options to display to the pilot:

* The "turn indicator", which measures Yl = r 

* The "turn coordinator", which measures the combination Y2 r + yp, with -y / 0.2

The closed-loop system is shown in the figure, where the plant we use, Gi, depends which output
we select yl or Y2

1. Plot an accurate root locus for a positive gain K using (a) sensor Yl and (b) sensor Y2

2. Plot an accurate Bode diagram using (a) sensor Yl and (b) sensor Y2

3. Design a controller K(s) for both cases that will approximately achieve the following specifi-
cations:

* Bandwith of 7 rad/sec

* A phase margin of 70 degs

* Be as simple as possible

Use whatever design method you prefer (e.g., Bode or root locus), but you should design two
controllers using the different sensors that meet the specifications.

4. In urgent situations, pilots tend to resort to gain feedback. Given that, which of these two
sensors would you recommend be installed?

5. Discuss quantitantively what complications could occur if we incorrectly installed the second
sensor into the aircraft so that it measured y3 = r - yp.



Fluids

A fuel tank in the shape of a m cube has 0.4m of collected water on the bottom, with
0.6m of fuel on top. The density of water is p = 1.0g/cm3 , and the density of the fuel is
pf = 0.8g/cm 3 . The top of the tank is vented to the atmosphere.

The water is to be drained from one of the bottom edges through a hose with the small
cross-sectional area A = 4cm2 and length L = 2m. With steady flow through it, the hose
has a frictional pressure drop equal to

APfrictio n = K pV2 K = 0.4

where V is the average volume flow rate velocity. The junction between the hose and tank
is smoothly faired. The hose end is at the same level as the tank bottom.

4
Iz

.-------- ------ --- - -_ - V

1) When the hose end is opened, a nearly-steady outflow of water is quickly established.
Determine the pressure at the bottom of the tank as a function of the water height h(t) in
this quasi-steady condition.

2) Determine V(t) as a function of h(t). How long does it take to drain out all the water?

Consider now the initial unsteady situation just after the hose end is opened.

3) Assuming that the frictional forces in the hose are nearly independent of Reynolds number
(i.e. K is constant), determine an equation for the acceleration V of the fluid in the hose,
in terms of V(t).

4) Numerically determine the initial acceleration V(t = 0+ ) immediately after the hose is
opened. Estimate the characteristic time to reach steady flow.

__�___1�_1�_1 1_1_1_____ _ C_ I
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Human Factors

Consider the task of screening passenger carry-on bags for weapons at an airport security

checkpoint. A human inspector monitors a new type of scanning machine that gives a

numerical readout corresponding to the likelihood that a weapon is present as well as a

color X-ray view of the bag's contents. If no weapon is present in a bag, the number

indicated by the machine (x) is a random variable with a probability density function

1 -x2/2
to (X) - e- ./2 If a weapon is present in a bag, x is described by the probability

I - x-22 /2
density function 1f (x) = e-2) . The machine is designed such that an audio

alarm is triggered whenever x > xc where x, is a threshold value defined by the system

designer. Assume that xc = 0 and that the a priori probability of a weapon being in a bag

is estimated to be 0.001. The cost of a false alarm is 1 unit, and the cost of a missed

detection is 1000 units.

a) Sketch a plot that shows both of the probability density functions and x. Clearly
show the conditional probabilities of false alarm, missed detection, correct detection, and
correct rejection from the machine.

b) Briefly describe the tradeoffs involved in moving the decision threshold to the left or
the right.

c) Find the expected cost of the machine in operation (you may refer to the attached
table of values of the integrated Normal distribution). Assume that the human inspector
simply follows the machine's advice and does not use the X-ray view.

d) Describe how an optimal decision threshold x, could be determined for the machine.

e) From a signal detection theory point of view, describe how the human inspector would
incorporate the machine's alarm information with the X-ray view to decide whether to
actually open and inspect the bag.
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Propulsion & Thermodynamics

The power system shown below consists of an adiabatic throttle and two ideal turbines.
Both turbines operate at steady state. The pressure ratio p4/p 5 of turbine B is 1.5. Kinetic
and potential energy effects can be neglected and the working fluid can be assumed a
perfect gas with cr=l kJ/kgK and y=1.4.

leB

*

17,,, .lO bar
'Ibrottle

a) Explain how the states change across the throttle and
process from state 1 to state 2 in a T-s diagram.

b) Sketch the expansion through the turbine on the same T-s
the curve of pressure p3.

sketch the throttling

diagram and indicate

c) Sketch processes 3 to 4 and 2 to 4 in the same T-s diagram. Explain in a sentence
or two what happens in these processes.

d) What is the mass flow rate through turbine A in kg/s? (Hint: you may want to
define an appropriate control volume that includes the flows at stations 2, 3 and 4.)

e) What is the total power produced by the turbines (turbine A plus turbine B)?
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Software Engineering

Briefly describe the main features of three different software engineering pro-
cess models. What are the important differences between these three models?
Evaluate each with respect to the type of project for which they might be
most appropriate, or in other words, what factors would you use to make a
decision about the development process to be used for a particular project?
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Structures

Given a uniform beam of length L, which is pushed up at its midpoint by a

compressive spring k. The beam is pinned at both ends and the compressive spring

moves up a distance wD at it free end, as shown below.

1. Assuming the beam end at C is free to move horizontally and the spring

has a value of k = 10 EI / L3 , determine the beam deflection w for a

given displacement wD at the free end of the spring. Also, determine the

reactions at A and C.

2. If the beam end at C is pinned but prevented from moving horizontally,

would you expect greater or less deflection at the midpoint wB for a

given wD? Describe the equations you would use to analyze this

situation. How does this situation differ from that in 1. abovq?

Uniform beam

EI = constant

.. 

Y- iWW:
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Vehicle Design and Performance

Answer either Part A or Part B (not both)
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A

Vehicle Design and Performance

1. Assume the drag coefficient of an aircraft is given by

CD = CDo+ A7AR

(i) Find the CL which maximizes L.

(ii) How would the maximizing CL be affected if CDO depends signif-
icantly on Reynolds number?

2. Rather than maximizing , a better goal for jet aircraft design is to
maximize --D, where M is the cruise Mach number. In order to do
this, we must include the compressibility drag contribution:

CD =CD + "R +- K(M-Mc)4

where

0 M<M (1
K 200 M > Mc (1)

and Me is the critical Mach number.

(i) Find an expression for -, assuming CL, MC, AR and CD are
constant.

(ii) Evaluate this derivative for Mach numbers from 0.8 to 0.95 in
steps of 0.05. Use CL = 0.5, CDO = 0.015, CL2/rAR? = 0.01,
M, = 0.85.

(iii) Give a rough estimate (0.01) of the Mach number that maxi-
mizes ML for these parameters.

3. In aircraft configuration development, typically CL is not fixed, but
instead CL, -A is fixed, where A is the wing sweep angle.

(i) How would you expect M and A to be related?

(ii) What is the aerodynamic reason for holding CL1 fixed?

4- Qualitatively, explain how the optimal M and CL are influenced by
the modification in 3.
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B

Vehicle Design and Performance

A Mars surface mission rover (similar to Fig.l1) that carries a research laboratory to a

variety of sites and communicates scientific measurements back to Earth.

Fig 1. Mars surface rover

1) Perform a first-level functional decomposition of this system.

2) List subsystems that are important in the design, clearly rank their relative

importance in determining performance and cost and briefly explain why.

3) Map the functions you determined in 1) to the subsystems from 2). Which

subsystem carries out what functions?

4) Define a set of quantitative metrics that can be used to formulate requirements.

5) From among two or three sub-systems listed in 2) define a trade-off situation.

What is the most important tradable parameter and how do cost, performance,

and your metrics in 4) change as this parameter is varied?

Caution:
- There is not a single correct answer to this question.
- Be as quantitative as you can.
- Be brief and succinct. Don't spend more than 45 minutes. It is more important to answer

all questions (1)-(5) somewhat, than to dwell extensively one only one or two.
- Demonstrate your ability to think like a vehicle designer or s/stems engineer.
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